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…///…
The Chinese people have a natural inner understanding of
the importance of the use of the jade upon their beings and in their
homes as a focus of healing and healing's precipitation ray. Jade
should not be simply an ornament worn for display but a holy
talisman that conducts the very energies of wholeness throughout
the four planes of mater and beyond. When you have jade light
within your aura, the action of the blue and yellow light, spun
together and manifesting as that beautiful green, creates for you a
certain health, a certain wealth of spirit and mind and emotion. The
diseases of this day are truly those where the emotional and mental
bodies of millions are out of kilter with the divine spirit of
wholeness.
When in alignment with the atoms and molecules of not
only the jade light but of other aspects of the healing ray, mankind
may know true healing, true wholeness. …///... [O] that many more
among mankind would put aside the elements of the mass mind
with the bombardment of noise manifesting as so-called music,
which is simply a vast cacophony of dissonance that does nothing
for the soul and the spirit but attempts to divide and conquer the
very inner Self of each one that listens.
Beloved hearts, it is time for mankind to receive the true
nature of healing from within. You, as advocates of the path of
truth and wholeness, can present to one here and another there your

understanding of the true nature of love, wholeness, illumination
and cosmic joy. Therefore, I suggest that at least one day per week,
you have within your auric forcefield an ounce or more of jade,
such that I can project my being and energy through that focus to
bring about the renewal of your spiritual fire and the wholeness of
body, soul and mind.
…///…
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